
Term 1 - 2022
Welcome Back
Welcome back! We hope that you all had a relaxing
and restful break over the summer!!

All of the Grade One’s have made a fantastic start to
the year in the small hall while the renovations on our classrooms take
place. When the renovations are complete the Grade One’s will be
based in the classrooms on the ground floor (please refer to the room
numbers).

This year we also offer a warm welcome to Miss Bindloss who joins the
Grade One team with 1B.

We are all really excited about the year ahead and are looking forward to
a year filled with fun, learning and enjoyment (especially in our new
classrooms!)

Communication

Seesaw will be the Grade 1 Team’s main point of communication for
reminders, updates and contact.

Please also keep an eye on Compass through the school website for
information about upcoming sessions or excursions.

School Values:

We are Safe          We are Respectful          We are Learners        We Care about Each Other
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Our Learning Areas
Literacy

Reading
This term in Reading we will continue to work on developing both reading skills and engagement. We
will be looking at strategies for reading unfamiliar words, building our reading stamina in independent
reading, and retelling to show understanding. Students will also be working on finding the main idea
in both fiction and non-fiction texts.

Students are encouraged to select texts that are ‘Just Right’ for them during independent reading
time. The Five Finger Test can be a great way for students to determine if a text is ‘Just Right’.

Writing
This term students will be learning the fundamentals of sentence writing by developing their ability to
create sentences using words that share ideas and maintain meaning. Learning about the purpose of
full stops, capital letters and describing words and how to include them in sentences will also be a
focus.

Later in the term, students will be writing about familiar experiences by retelling events in their own
lives whilst continuing to consolidate the early fundamentals of sentence construction.

Students will also be focusing on the legibility of their handwriting by developing their ability to write
legibly (correct sizing and placement) on dotted-thirds lines.

Spelling & Structured Word Inquiry
This term we will be looking at phonemes (sounds) and all the letter combinations that make the
sound. After each introduction session students will work on this weekly throughout their reading and
writing sessions. Our aim is to improve their knowledge of the English Language and improve
reading, writing and spelling outcomes.
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Inquiry
This term the students are investigating healthy bodies, healthy minds. Students will explore what the
body needs to stay healthy and how the different systems in their body work and react to certain
external factors. During this term they will be conducting rotational experiments and analysing
questions such as ‘Can exercise make you feel good?’ and ‘Why do I get sick?’.

Maths
This term our Number and Algebra focus will start with the concepts of counting and patterns which
includes building the confidence to sequence numbers and skip count. This will lead into exploring
the importance of Place Value where students will recognise, model, read, order and rename
numbers.

In Measurement and Geometry, the focus will be on using calendars. Students will also be learning
the order of the days of the week and months of the year, as well as the four seasons. Students are
also furthering their understanding of capacity later in this term by experimenting with different-sized
containers. They will use various manipulatives to compare different items in a number of hands-on
activities and games.

In Statistics and Probability, we will describe the chance of something happening using words like
unlikely, impossible, likely, will and will not happen.

What you can do at home: Home Learning
 
Reading
Formal take home readers will commence in week 6 where students will select 5-7 books for the
week ahead. A yellow reading log book will be sent home in week 6.

Additionally students have been given access to the PM online Reading library which has a range of
fantastic books for students to read at home.
Please contact your teacher if you did not
receive your code.

The primary focus of take home reading is
developing fluency & expression whilst also
building on the skills & strategies taught in class.

It is really important to read aloud every night,
make opportunities to discuss what has been
read and support an overall love for reading with
your child.
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Reminders
★ Water bottle - please make sure your child has a water bottle

★ Please connect to SeeSaw if you have not already done so :)

★ Brain Food - please ensure your child has a piece of fruit or veg for our break at 12:30pm

★ A school hat is required to play outside in Term 1

★ Could all students please bring a box of tissues for their classroom

★ Enjoy your kids, it's a special time!
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